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HEALTHY & SUSTAINABLE
FURNITURE 



W H O  A R E
W E  ?  
W E  A R E  A  C O M P A N Y  T H A T  S U P P O R T S  L O C A L
A R T I S A N S .

Skøg Design is a young French publisher of interior
furniture. The brand designs and manufactures its
furniture ranges with a global eco-design approach,
mainly in France and only from healthy, bio-based
and recycled materials.

The furniture industry generates a lot of waste and
pollution, which is why Skøg was born!

Furniture products in Europe are mostly mass-
produced and based on annually renewed trends,
which encourages fast-fashion consumption. Made
from fragile materials for budgetary reasons, they
contain a multitude of hardware parts that make
them difficult to recycle. This industry therefore
generates millions of tonnes of waste every year in
Europe.

But what is even worse is that they contain harmful
substances in glues and varnishes that are released
into the air and pollute our homes.

"It was to address these issues that I founded Skøg
Design with the desire to create furniture that respects
our environments. 

To produce timeless furniture that is eco-designed to
live and last longer like our furniture of yesteryear. 

Commitments that are important to me for future
generations."

Camille Crépin, founder



60 %
Dwellings in France have

poor indoor air quality partly
because of furniture.

10 MILLIONS

This is the number of tonnes of
furniture waste thrown away
each year in Europe. 

OUR MISSION
Designing and developing living spaces in a
sustainable and responsible way to protect
the environment and the health of users.

To achieve this, we have designed 
a range of furniture produced 
locally from rigorously selected materials.

Our furniture is robust,
modular, repairable, recyclable
and safe for your health.
Discover our collection for a
and sustainable interior.

Source : OQAI (Observatoire de la Qualité de l’Air Intérieur), ADEME



OUR
COLLECTION
[RE] HOME

A collection designed to last
and to invite us to travel to our

inner world.

Icon of our collection, the Pando lamp
alone embodies the values and

commitments of our brand.
Its elegant and timeless line will not

leave lovers of pure design indifferent.
It is suitable for all situations, on a

desk, a bedside table, a sideboard or
even on a shelf in a reading corner.

With its solid lines and durable
design, our stool is THE piece with
multiple functions. It can be used
as a seat, a side table, a bedside
table or as a sofa end. It is very
versatile and robust. 

Arbol Stool

Pando Lamp 



This desk is perfect for setting up a
"home office" corner and working from
home in comfort. Its wooden top
covered with biosourced linoleum gives
it an incomparable texture and touch
that is very pleasant in everyday life.

Yosemite Office

YellowStone coffee tables 

Taking the natural shape of pebbles and
polished stones from our rivers, these
tables come in two sizes to suit all uses.
Together, they form a nesting duo and
mix the colours of linoleum and the
natural tones of wood.

In the entrance hall, at the end of a bed,
around a table, the Jomon bench shows
its commitment to French-style "slow
deco". The minimalism of this piece of
furniture echoes Japanese philosophy.
Refrain from the superfluous to highlight
the essential. That is its promise. 

Jomon Bench



Our creations are not only design and utilitarian, they are also
and above all committed, living tributes to great trees! 

The grain of the wood, the warm leathery texture of the
linoleum, the shapes and colours borrowed have an essential
role in creating memories and moments in life. It is important
to us that our objects evoke an emotion in their owner. 

TRIBUTE TO THE
LIVING

We have chosen to create pure designs that can last over time,
both materially and aesthetically. In this way, our products can
be adapted to a variety of spaces, while maintaining a soft and
sober look. 

To own a Skøg creation is to acquire a history, values, a
struggle, and to vote for the world of tomorrow. A world that
respects life. A healthy and sustainable world.

Whether it is El Arbol del Tule, a
remarkable thousand-year-old tree
in the Mexican state of Oaxaca,
YellowStone (U.S.A), Jomon Aah
(Japan), Pando (Japan), or
Yosemite (a large national park in
California). All of them refer either
to a remarkable tree or to one of
the largest natural parks. 



New products
 New year, new products!

Our new SOK shelf and our YOHO compact
desk, made from recycled plastic and production

waste, will soon be available on our website.
Months of work, reflection, design and sleepless

nights later, these 100°/° eco-responsible creations
will delight interiors! With them, even the smallest

spaces can be equipped with a 100°/° healthy
and sustainable work space! 

Rendezvous

OUR NEWS

Skøg Design Skøg Design is proud to be part of the
"French made" and "sustainable" of the next edition of

Maison & Objet in Paris from January 19th to 23rd 2023..

Hall 6, stand J64, "Today" exhibitor 

MOM platform by clicking on this link

Where to find us
During the show :

in the meantime :

https://www.maison-objet.com/paris/les-exposants/skog-design-today


Founder & CEO
 

      camille@skogwooddesign.fr

Marketing & Communication 
& Communication / CSR

 
      hello@skog.design

OUR TEAM 

CAMILLE CREPIN

LUCIE GONÇALVES

Product designer
& production manager.

EMILIE LE FOLL

A question, a request, a comment ? 
Please contact us !



www.skog.design

Head office

292 rue Camille Guérin
59 000 Lille

Press contact

hello@skog.design
06.19.25.43.24

Workshop

12 av. Jean-Paul Sartre
59 290 Wasquehal


